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Executive Summary

The Greater Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GKGSA) Communication and Engagement Plan ( Plan) 

provides a high -level overview of near- and long -term outreach strategies, tactics and tools that support public and

stakeholder communication actions, as required by the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) of 2014. 

While primarily focused on achieving the communication needs of the GKGSA, this Plan also describes certain intra- 

basin activities that serve to accomplish the needs of the agency and its fellow Kaweah Subbasin Groundwater

Sustainability Agencies ( GSAs): East Kaweah GSA ( EKGSA) and Mid - Kaweah GSA ( MKGSA). The Plan is

comprised of four main sections as follows: 

Section 1: Introduction and Overview

Passed by the legislature during the third year of California' s worst drought in decades, SGMA requires local public

agencies to establish a governance structure and lead the development and implementation of a Groundwater

Sustainability Plans ( GSPs) to address and respond to undesirable conditions caused by chronic groundwater

overdraft in subbasins identified to have high and medium risk of overdraft. The GKGSA is one of three GSAs in the

Kaweah Subbasin ( DWR Bulleting 118, 5- 022. 11) identified as a high priority region at risk of critical overdraft by the

state' s California Statewide Groundwater Evaluation Monitoring ( CASGEM) Program. Other GSAs in the Kaweah

Subbasin are EKGSA and the MKGSA, subbasins identified to have high and medium risk of overdraft. 

Section 2: About the Greater Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency

The GKGSA was formed in August 2016 as a Joint Powers Authority (JPA) between Kaweah Delta Water

Conservation District ( KDWCD), County of Tulare, Kings County Water District ( KCWD), Lakeside Irrigation Water

District ( LIWD), and St. Johns Water District (SJWD). The nine - member GKGSA Board of Directors includes

representation from each of the JPA members, as well as a representative of California Water Service ( Cal Water), 

the Stakeholder Committee, and the Rural Communities Committee. The Stakeholder Committee, Rural Communities

Committee, and Technical Advisory Committee are standing committees established through the Board of Director

vote and are subject to the Ralph M. Brown Act (California Government Code § 54950 et seq.). 

Section 3: Greater Kaweah GSA Communication and Engagement

Outreach activities described in the Plan are managed by the Stakeholder and Rural Communities Committees. The

described outreach activities draw, in part, from the GKGSA Advisory Committee Assessment, a document aimed to

inform the organizational structure of the committee and collect outreach requirements and recommendations from

committee members. Planned outreach activities are supported by a range of outreach tools, which include: 

Interested Party Database: Pursuant to Water Code § 10723. 4, the three GSAs in the Kaweah Subbasin intend

to establish and jointly manage a coordinated Interested Party Database ( IPD) for distribution of notices related

to GSP preparation, meeting announcements, availability of draft plans, maps and other related information. 
Slated for release in fall 2018, the website provides stakeholder contact management, event management, mass

email notification, and administrative record functions that accomplish certain requirements of SGMA. For

contact management, the platform supports self - enrollment to an email database of the GSA or GSAs of the



stakeholder's choice. If uncertain of which GSA applies to their property or area of interest, the website will
provide a link to assist in identification of the appropriate agency. 
Communication and Engagement Database: The database will identify potential stakeholder and outreach

audiences. Stakeholders may be divided into three groups, based upon the level of stakeholder engagement for
each. Pursuant to the requirements of SGMA, any outreach conducted to these stakeholders will be recorded in
the Interested Parties Database and listed in the GSP. These tiers are described as follows: 

Group 1: Collaborated ( Inform + Consult + Collaborate) — This group is closely connected during the
planning process through direct engagements aimed to exchange information through active two -way
communication. As a pro- active and re- active activity, these engagements gather information, and develop
solutions to existing and emerging issues. 
Group 2: Consulted ( Inform + Consult) — This group is connected during planning through written
informational materials and scheduled presentations. This engagement is a pro- active activity seeks to
gather stakeholder opinions to information presented by GKGSA. 

Group 3: Connected ( Inform) — This group is connected during planning through distribution of written
informational materials and prepared informational presentations. Presentations would be held in response

to stakeholder requests. 

Project Website: The GKGSA's partner agencies have developed a stand -alone website for the GSA: 

www.greaterkaweahgsa. org. The website provides information about SGMA, the member agencies, Board of
Directors and committee meeting notices, public outreach information, and other informational resources. 
Key Messages: Initial key messages associated with SGMA, GKGSA, and sustainable groundwater

management have been developed and included in Appendix A. These key messages will be periodically
updated. 

Outreach Materials: A suite of informational materials are planned for development utilizing a common visual
identify to assist the reader readily identify the GKGSA from the array of GSAs in California. These materials
maybe be translated into multiple languages. These documents include an electronic newsletter, fliers, 

brochures, fact sheets, utility bill inserts, PowerPoint presentations, and surveys. 

A variety of outreach activities are planned in support of GSP development through adoption of the agency's GSP by
Jan. 31, 2020. Activities aimed to engage the public and stakeholders throughout this phase include: 

Standing Meetings: In addition to regular meetings of the Board of Directors, three standing meetings subject to
the Brown Act are held or co- hosted by the GKGSA. These include the Stakeholder Committee, Rural

Communities Committee, and Technical Advisory Meetings. 

Member Agency Meetings: Staff of the GKGSA plan to conduct periodic presentations before the boards and

councils of the founding agency members. 
Local Public Agency Support: Staff of the GKGSA plan to coordinate with staff of member agencies, 

participating agencies and other local public agencies within the agency' s boundaries ( i. e. County of Kings and
City of Hanford) to schedule and conduct briefings to that agency' s elected officials, management or community
members on GSP topics specific to their jurisdictional area. These presentations would be held on an as- needed

basis prior to the release of the GKGSA Public Draft GSP. 

Public and Stakeholder Meetings: The GKGSA intends to host a series of meetings to present technical topics

to the public and stakeholders to assist in development of the GSP. These meetings are planned to start in fall of

2018. 

Community Presentations: To maintain and expand awareness of the agency, staff intend to provide high -level
presentations to rural schools, civic organizations, non - government organizations and other interest groups with

interests in sustainable groundwater management. 

Disadvantaged Community Outreach: The GKGSA is home to numerous disadvantaged communities (DAC) 

and severely disadvantaged communities (SDAC). The agency intends to engage these communities through
direct outreach activities and in collaboration with various non - profit organizations formed to support DACs and

SDACs. This collaboration is intended to identify opportunities for the GSA to partner with these groups in

development of projects to include to the agency's GSP. 



GSP Review and Adoption: Staff anticipates adoption of the 2020 GKGSA GSP to be up to seven months. This
will include a mid -2019 release of a Public Draft GSP for a public review period of up to 90 -days. Public
comments collected during this phase will be compiled into the GKGSA Public Comment Report, which informs

completion of the Draft Final GSP, slated for release in the fall of 2019. A public hearing to adopt the Draft Final
GSP is proposed for December 2019. 

Post Adoption Activities: Following adoption and submittal of the Greater Kaweah GSP by the statutory
deadline of January 31, 2020, the California Department of Water Resources ( DWR) will perform a 60 -day public

review period for all GSPs and relay such comments to their respective GSA. These comments will inform
DWR's evaluation of submitted GSPs. These evaluations are due by legislative statute in 2022. GKGSA staff

plan to assemble public comments submitted to DWR, as well as public comments shared during the agency's
public hearing to adopt, as errata to the GKGSA Public Comment Report. 

Section 4: Intra -Basin Outreach Activities

In addition to the joint management of the IPD, the Kaweah Subbasin GSAs plan to consider implementation of two

intra -basin coordination outreach activities. These activities include co- hosting annual " state of the subbasin" forums

intended to share subbasin -wide information to the public and stakeholders during plan development and throughout

GSP implementation. The agencies additionally plan to consider issuing one consolidated annual report to DWR in

response to GSP Emergency Regulations §356.2
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As part of its development and passage of the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) of 2014, the State

legislature intended that local public agency actions pursuant to the new law be conducted in an open public process. 

This document identifies and presents the public and stakeholder communication and engagement activities to be

implemented by the Greater Kaweah Sustainability Agency ( GSA) in support of development and eventual

implementation of a Groundwater Sustainability Plan ( GSP) within the agency' s jurisdictional boundaries. This Plan is

intended to function as a guide versus a prescriptive approach to outreach activities, thereby supporting a flexible and

adaptive process for the GKGSA Board of Directors ( Board of Directors) to implement in response to stakeholder

needs during GSP development. Development of this plan was informed, in part, through information and advice

collected through the GKGSA Stakeholder Assessment. This Communication and Engagement Plan ( Plan) describes

the GKGSA's approach to achieve communication and engagement activities identified in California Code of

Regulations Section 354. 10: 

354. 10. Notice and Communication

Each Plan shall include a summary of information relating to

notification and communication by the Agency with other agencies

and interested parties including the following: 

a) A description of the beneficial uses and users of groundwater in

the basin, including the land uses and property interests potentially

affected by the use of groundwater in the basin, the types ofparties

representing those interests, and the nature of consultation with
those parties. 

b) A list of public meetings at which the Plan was discussed or

considered by the Agency. 

c) Comments regarding the Plan received by the Agency and a

summary of any responses by the Agency. 

d) A communication section of the Plan that includes the following: 

1) An explanation of the Agency's decision - making process. 

2) Identification of opportunities for public engagement and a

discussion of how public input and response will be used. 

Key Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act Dates: 

June 30, 2017: Establish

Groundwater Sustainability Agencies
or equivalent) for all high and

medium priority basins — Water Code
10724( b) 

July 1, 2017: County must affirm or
disaffirm responsibility as
Groundwater Sustainability Agency if
no Groundwater Sustainability
Agency has been established —Water

Code § 10724( b) 

Jan. 31, 2020: All critically over
drafted high and medium priority
basins must be managed under a

Groundwater Sustainability Plan. 
Water Code § 10720. 7( a)( 1) 

On April 1 following Groundwater
Sustainability Plan adoption and
annually thereafter, Groundwater
Sustainability Agencies provide report
on progress towards sustainability to
the California Department of Water

Resources. Water Code § 10728

3) A description of how the Agency encourages the active involvement of diverse social, cultural and economic

elements of the population within the basin. 

4) The method the Agency shall follow to inform the public about progress implementing the Plan, including the

status of projects and actions. 
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1. 1 ABOUT THE SUSTAINABLE GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT ACT

SGMA was passed by the legislature during the third year of California' s chronic drought. While the drought was

declared over due to near record rainfall in the 2016/ 17 season, groundwater basins throughout the state have not

recovered to pre- drought conditions and, in some cases, experienced permanent groundwater storage capacity

losses through land subsidence. The legislation requires local public agencies and newly- formed Groundwater

Sustainability Agencies (GSA) in high and medium priority subbasins to sustainably manage California groundwater

resources with oversight by the California Department of Water Resources ( DWR) and potential intervention by the

State Water Resources Control Board if management activities are determined to be inadequate. Passage of SGMA

ended an era where sustainable groundwater management was a voluntary action or a court mandated requirement

through adjudication. 

Following passage of SGMA, DWR embarked on a series of public and agency meetings to develop GSP Emergency

Regulations. These regulations were released in July 2016 and are chaptered under the California Code of

Regulations Title 23. Waters ( §350 - §358.4). In conjunction with release of these regulations, DWR published the

Groundwater Sustainability Plan Emergency Regulations Guide. The guide summarizes and defines the processes

and requirements found in Title 23 for GSA formation, the development and implementation of GSPs, the

responsibilities of the DWR and interbasin coordination ( §357.2). 

1. 2 ABOUT THE KAWEAH SUBBASIN

The Kaweah Subbasin of the San Joaquin Valley Basin ( DWR Bulletin 118, 5- 022. 11, Figure 1) is one of 515

groundwater subbasins in California, and is one of 127 subbasins that have been identified as high or medium priority

by DWR's California Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring ( CASGEM) Program. The CASGEM Program has

identified the Kaweah Subbasin as a high priority critical overdraft basin, a determination that requires implementation

of sustainable groundwater management actions by January 31, 2020. The subbasin is primarily located within the

Tulare County, with a portion included in Kings County. At the time of this plan, three GSAs have been established

within the subbasin pursuant to SGMA, including: 

East Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency ( EKGSA) 
Greater Kaweah GSA (GKGSA) 

Mid - Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency ( MKGSA) 

1. 2
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Figure 1 Kaweah Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Agencies
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The GKGSA includes active participation by most local public agencies' within its jurisdictional area with water

supply, water management responsibilities and land use responsibilities. The founding agencies of the GSA are

Kaweah Delta Water Conservation District ( KDWCD), County of Tulare, Kings County Water District ( KCWD), 

Lakeside Irrigation Water District ( LIWD), and St. Johns Water District (SJWD). The agency was formed August 23, 

2016, via execution of a joint powers agreement (JPA). It serves as the single, independent public agency — pursuant

to Government Code § 6500 et seq. — for the area within its jurisdictional boundaries ( See Figure 1). 

The agency is led by a nine - member board of directors, with two seats held by KDWCD; one seat for each founding

agency; one seat held by California Water Service ( Cal Water); and one seat each from a representative nominated

by the Rural Communities Committee and the Stakeholder Committee. Cal Water is a privately held water utility

regulated by the California Public Utilities Commission. Based in San Jose, Calif, Cal Water is the largest regulated

American water utility west of the Mississippi River and the third largest in the United States. Its place on the board

was made possible through amendment to Senate Bill 13 by Sen. Fran Pavley and chaptered in CWC Water Code

CWC § 10271 ( n) " Local agency” means a local public agency that has water supply, water management, or land
use responsibilities within a groundwater basin. 

PW
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1 0723. 6( b) 2. Following the amendment to Senate Bill 13, Cal Water requested to serve as a participating member of
the GKGSA. Cal Water's seat on the GKGSA Board is provided through an agreement with the GKGSA JPA. The Cal

Water representative on the board of directors is nominated by the utility and appointed by the board. Cal Water

operations in the Kaweah Subbasin include Visalia, East Tulare Villa ( known as "Tulco "), West Goshen, Goshen and

Oak Ranch. Cal Water responsibilities on GKGSA apply all operations except Visalia, which is part of Mid - Kaweah

GSA. 

Members of the Rural Communities Committee include local public agencies that meet eligibility requirements to

serve as a GSA for their service area but have chosen to engage as committee members. These agencies include

cities of Exeter, Farmersville and Woodlake and the following small community water providers: Lemon Cove

Sanitary District, Ivanhoe Public Utilities District ( PUD), Patterson Tract Community Services District (CSD), and

Tract 92 CSD. 

The Stakeholder Committee is intended to reflect the range of interested persons or representatives of interested

entities within the agency' s boundary consistent with California Water Code § 10723. 2. Committee members currently

include farmers, ranchers, private agricultural water systems, and representatives of the environmental community. 

Participating organizations currently include Consolidated Peoples Ditch Company, Farmers Ditch Company, Fleming

Ditch Company, Foothill Ditch Company, Lemon Cove Ditch Company, Mathews Ditch Company, Sequoia Riverlands

Trust, Tulare Basin Wildlife Partners, and Wallace Ranch Water Company. 

Other local public agencies within the GKGSA to be engaged during plan development include the County of Kings

and the City of Hanford, whose city limits extend into the Kaweah Subbasin. This area includes the Kings Industrial

Park, which receives M & I service from the city. Section 3. 5. 1. 1 describes on how the GKGSA will coordinate with

these agencies during the GSP public review phase. Kings County and the City Hanford may also serve on the Rural

Communities Committee, although they are not currently members. In addition, these agencies can participate in the

GSP planning process by providing public comment at regularly scheduled board of directors and committee

meetings and participating in public meetings and workshops. Water resources in GKGSA includes surface and

groundwater supplies. Surface water supplies support the region' s agricultural economy and groundwater

replenishment. Municipal and industrial ( M & I) water resources in the region is drawn exclusively from groundwater

resources. Surface water supplies in the region are primarily diverted from the Kaweah and St. John' s rivers. KDCWD

manages distribution of surface water supplies from these rivers on behalf of surface water right holders and

conducts groundwater recharge activities in coordination with its 27- member districts and other regional partners. 

KDCWD currently operates 40 recharge basins independently or in coordination with its member districts. KCWD also

conducts in -lieu groundwater recharge operations with surface water flows from the Kaweah, St. John' s, and Kings

Rivers. This includes a groundwater bank along the Peoples Ditch Company, which KCWD is a shareholder. The

County of Tulare is the land use authority for unincorporated regions within the GKGSA and supports public water

systems through two County Service Areas, one of which serves the community of Well Tract — a small community

east of the City of Woodlake' s sphere of influence. Residents of Wells Tract receive drinking water and waste water

services from the City of Woodlake through an agreement with the County of Tulare. LIWD is a public agency that

2 ( b) A water corporation regulated by the Public Utilities Commission or a mutual water company may participate in
a groundwater sustainability agency through a memorandum of agreement or other legal agreement. The authority
provided by this subdivision does not confer any additional powers to a nongovernmental entity. 

2.4
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operates irrigation facilities that distribute agricultural surface water supplies held by Lakeside Ditch Company, a

private water company. 

GREATER KAWWEAH GSA
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Figure 2 Member Agencies and Local Public Agencies of the Greater Kaweah GSA

2. 1 DECISION MAKING SUPPORT

Decision making support to the GKGSA Board of Directors is provided by a GSA manager, legal counsel, three

standing committees, and an intra - basin coordination team. The decision - making structure is illustrated Figure 3 and

described further in the sections below. Additional committees may be formed by the Board of Directors to advise the

Board on matters that fall within the scope of the committee' s assignment. If formed, the Board will appoint one Board

member and alternated Board member to be a member and chair the committee. Committees will meet as often as

directed by the Board of Directors, as determined by the chair of the committee. 

2. 5
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described further in the sections below. Additional committees may be formed by the Board of Directors to advise the

Board on matters that fall within the scope of the committee' s assignment. If formed, the Board will appoint one Board

member and alternated Board member to be a member and chair the committee. Committees will meet as often as

directed by the Board of Directors, as determined by the chair of the committee. 
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Figure 3 Decision Making Structure of Greater Kaweah GSA

2. 1. 1 Mmnageir

The GSA Manager is appointed by the Board of Directors and serves at its pleasure. This position provides

administrative and fiscal management for the GSA and serves as overall coordinator for development and

implementation of the GSP. Other ancillary administrative services are performed in -kind by staff members of the

GSA member agencies, to and including the GSA Secretary and Treasurer as appointed by the Board. Administrative

functions include servicing the needs of the GSA and Board including, but not limited to meeting calendars, notices, 

agendas, minutes, resolutions and other reports or services required to conduct the business of the GSA. As fiscal

agent the duties include payables, receivables, audit data, audits and any other fiscal requirements or fiscal controls

needed to conduct the business of the GSA. 

Legal counsel serves at the pleasure of the Board and is retained to advise members and the GKGSA staff on topics

associated with the development and implementation of the GSA, and applicable functions of the Board. 

m. m. ° III ° IIIIIInIIliii iiliiliii °III° ° III° 

The Stakeholder Committee is the first of three standing committees filled through Board appointment. With meetings

held pursuant to the Brown Act, the committee is intended to reflect range of interested persons or representatives of

interested entities within the agency' s boundary consistent with California Water Code § 10723. 2. Committee

members currently include farmers, ranchers, private agricultural water systems, and representatives of the

environmental community. 

I.. 
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2. 1. 4, 

The Rural Communities Committee is the second of three standing committee filled through Board appointment and

meetings are subject to the Brown Act. Members of this committee are the operators of public water systems

California Health & Safety Code § 116275) in three cities and four unincorporated communities. Each of these

communities have been classified as either a disadvantaged community ( DAC) or severely disadvantaged community

SDAC) during the U. S. Census American Community Survey (2012 - 2016), as further discussed in Section 3. 3. 

5 I edhinlcdI Advisary C iil i iill°I IIII° 

The Technical Advisory Committee is a Board - appointed six - member panel that includes one technical representative

each from the founding JPA agencies and Cal Water. The role of the committee is to coordinate and provide input for

development of the GSP for the GKGSA. Similar to the Rural Communities Committee and the Stakeholder

Committee, meetings of the Technical Advisory Committee are subject to the Brown Act. 

2. 1. 6 f f Ilh n Ilh Ilh fviii iii iii iil iii ° III° 1 in

Established in November 2017, the Kaweah Subbasin Management Team is an intra -basin coordination activity involving

the three GSAs within the Kaweah Subbasin. The team was formed under a memorandum of understanding ( MOU) for

Cooperation and Coordination of the Kaweah Subbasin. Team meetings are held monthly and publicly noticed

consistent with the Brown Act. Asdescribed in the MOU, the Team's purpose is to conduct necessary studies and seek

mutual agreement in the preparation of a Coordination Agreement require by SGMA. The team is comprised of three

members of each GSA, with one vote per GSA. These participants are appointed by their respective Board of

Directors and serve at their direction. Coordination of meeting locations and meeting moderation is rotated among

each subbasin GSA. 

3. 0 IIII IIII IIII' Illh VIII IIII IIII IIII GSA COMM U II" IIII IIII 0 IIII IIII" IIII

Consistent with SGMA, the GKGSA intends to develop and implement its GSP in close coordination, consultation and

cooperation with the public and stakeholders through various outreach activities tailored to accomplish the regulatory

goals of SGMA. The GKGSA announced its public and stakeholder engagement objectives as part of its August 2016

formation notification ( Water Code § 10723. 8)( a)( 4)). This notification serves as the foundation for consistent and

progressive engagement activities to the diverse social, cultural, and economic stakeholder communities within the

jurisdictional boundaries of the GSA. 

Communication and engagement activities described in this section include tools, tasks, and tactics tailored to the

unique needs of the GKGSA. These activities draw, in part, from results of the GKGSA Communication and

Engagement Assessment. Data collection for the Communication and Engagement Assessment consisted of one -on- 

one and small group interviews, preceded by a Communication' s Platform Assessment questionnaire. Assessment

participants included representatives from the GKGSA Board of Directors and Stakeholder, Rural Communities, and

Technical Advisory Committees, as well as one other additional participant with interest in groundwater issues in the

region. 
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The content of the Communication' s Platform Assessment questionnaire and interviews sought to identify the

following: 

Common outreach practices of member agencies, such as newsletters, news releases, consumer reports, and

social media. 

Identification of staff responsible for outreach activities of member agencies. 

Identification of stakeholder databases potentially available for use by GSA. 

Member agency opinions of constituent awareness of GSA and SGMA, and the factors that contribute to that
awareness level. 

Approaches to stakeholder engagement by GSA and in partnership with one or more its member agencies. 

Identification of member agency responsibility to sustainable groundwater management in relation to
responsibilities of the GSA. 

Responses from the Assessment interviews and Communications Platforms Assessments are summarized in the

GKGSA Communication and Engagement Assessment. Findings and suggestions from the Assessment informed

development of this Public Outreach Plan. The outreach tools and activities in this Plan are framed to establish and

maintain broad community awareness in SGMA and the GKGSA. These activities additionally seek to encourage

active and consistent participation in groundwater management planning by GSA stakeholders towards completion of

a durable and implementable GSP. 

3. 1 OUTREACH TOOLS

Outreach tools are activities for stakeholder identification, tracking engagements with stakeholders, and vehicles to

publish and disseminate information to the public and stakeholders. This section describes the suite of tools

developed or planned for use by the GKGSA. When possible, the GSA will attempt to leverage existing

communications platforms. The GKGSA Communication and Engagement Assessment identifies existing outreach

tools and platforms frequently used by the member and participating GSA agencies. The most commonly used tools

are newsletters, email notifications, and utility bill inserts. The GSA may provide materials in other regionally common

languages as directed by the Board of Directors, Rural Communities Committee, and Stakeholder Committee. A

common visual identity format will be implemented for all printed and electronic informational materials distributed to

the public and stakeholders. 

m m. 1 hnlIereslIed III' "" fiii °III° lIdbase

To manage and document participation during the plan development process with individual stakeholders, GSAs are

required to establish, maintain and utilize an Interested Party Database ( IPD) as a means to distribute notices related

to GSP preparation, meeting announcements, availability of draft plans, maps and other related information. 

Agencies are required to add any person who provides a written request to be placed on the IPD ( Water Code
10723. 4). 

The GKGSA began development of its IPD in fall 2016. The IPD was submitted to DWR as part of the GKGSA's GSA

Formation Notification in May 2017. The IPD is intended to be a " living" document that is continually updated as

GKGSA identifies and engages stakeholders. 

As part of existing intra -basin coordination, the three Kaweah Subbasin GSAs intend to establish a jointly manage

IPD and meeting calendar website integrated to each agency' s website. GKGSA's existing IPD will be incorporated
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into the basin -wide IPD. Slated for release in fall 2018, the website is intended to provide stakeholder contact

management, event management, mass email notification, and administrative record functions. For contact

management, the platform supports self - enrollment to an email database of the GSA or GSAs of the stakeholder' s

choice. If uncertain of which GSA applies to their property or area of interest, the website will provide a link to assist

in identification of the appropriate agency. Information requested during the subscription process includes the

following fields: 

Name

Email

Company /Organization
Address

Stakeholder Category (Water Code § 10723. 23): 
Citizens Groups

General Public

Disadvantaged Communities4

Agricultural Well Owners

Domestic Well Owners

Commercial and Industrial Self- Supplied

Private and Public Water Purveyors

Surface Water UserS5

Governmental and Land Use Agencies

Tribal Governments and Communities

Environmental and Ecosystem Interests

Remediation and Groundwater Cleanup

The subscription enrollment form is anticipated to include a range of notification topics applicable to each GSA. For

the GKGSA, this menu is as follows: 

All GSA Notices and Announcements

Board Meetings

Committee Meetings

Media Notices

Document Release

Kaweah Subbasin Management Team

The site's calendar provides a dashboard view of scheduled meetings and links to receive additional information, 

download documents, register to attend, and review the list of those that has registered to attend. A link will be

provided for visitors to add the event to their personal calendar (e. g. Microsoft Outlook, Google Calendar, etc.). Links

to adopted outreach plans and other related documents are planned for inclusion on the website. 

Administratively, the site assists GSAs in the preparation and conduct of public meetings, monitor the effectiveness of

communication activities, and serve as a platform to submit information required by SGMA. Public meeting functions

include coordinated scheduling of GSA events, distribution of announcements by mass email, and logistical planning

of public meetings based on attendee registration. Readership trends from mass email campaigns will be measured

to identify the frequency emails are opened and forwarded on to others. Geographic information provided by

3 As available and consistent with Water Code Section 10723.2

4 Includes those served by private domestic wells or small community water systems (Water Code § 10723. 2( i) 
5 If there is a hydrologic connection between surface and groundwater bodies (Water Code § 10723. 2( g)) 
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subscribers can be displayed on a map to reveal potential geographic gaps in public participation. Finally, the

platform will be integrated to the state's GSP submittal website ( https : / /sgma.water.ca.gov/ portal /) for receipt of the

agency's public outreach plan and record of public participation. 

m. m. iil iil iii iii ° III ° iii iii iii III' IIIII i in iii ° III° III' lIdbase

The Communication and Engagement Database is a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet used to plan, implement, and

evaluate engagements with stakeholder groups and the media. The database will be managed by GKGSA support

staff and the Stakeholder and Rural Communities Committees. The spreadsheet will include four sections as follows: 

Tab: Stakeholder Database — This section includes stakeholder organizations identified as subject to, or potentially

interested in, SGMA and the GSA activities. These organizations are categorized in the database consistent with

10723. 2 and assigned to one of three "groups." These groups serve to define a level of engagement with a

stakeholder community based on self- identified or pre- assessed need. These groupings are as follows: 

Group 1: Collaborated (Inform + Consult + Collaborate) — This group is closely connected during the planning
process through direct engagements aimed to exchange information through active two -way communication. As
a pro- active and re- active activity, these engagements gather information, and develop solutions to existing and
emerging issues. 
Group 2: Consulted (Inform + Consult) — This group is connected during planning through written informational
materials and scheduled presentations. This engagement is a pro- active activity seeks to gather stakeholder
opinions to information presented by GSA. 

Group 3: Connected (Inform) — This group is connected during planning through distribution of written
informational materials and prepared informational presentations. Presentations would be held in response to

stakeholder requests. 

The grouping assignment for each stakeholder community is subject to change based on stakeholder interest and

GSP content needs. It is anticipated that the assignment will be dynamic throughout the planning process as issues

are identified and addressed. Such changes will be documented consistent with Water Code § 354. 10 ( b) and 354. 10

d). 

Tab: Upcoming Outreach — This section identifies pending outreach activities to be implemented by the GKGSA. 

This section defines the date of the activity, the host, the organization type, the identified presenter or task lead and

associated action items. 

Tab: Outreach Record — This section documents outreach activities to stakeholder groups and represents the

administrative record for inclusion in the agency's GSP. This includes planned outreach actions and those that were

in response to a stakeholder group's request. Meeting attendance, duration and key topics covered during the

presentation will be recorded in the database. 

Tab: Media Database — This section identifies media outlets applicable to the GKGSA and document media relations

activities. The section will be periodically updated with contact information of reporting and editorial staff, as well as
requirements for placement of advertisements. All media relations activities ( i. e. news releases, interviews, etc.) and

their results will be recorded here and included as part of the administrative record during submittal of the adopted

GSP. 
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3. 1. 3 GISAWeIlh .)si°III° eaiiiidSocia11 iii

Pursuant to GSP Emergency Regulations Section 353. 6, the GKGSA members developed a stand -alone website for

the GSA. Located at www.greaterkaweahgsa.org, this website provides information about SGMA, the member

agencies, Board of Directors, Board and committee meeting notices and summaries, links, and a contact form. The

GSA website is formatted to be compatible with smartphone platforms to assist in engagement with stakeholders who

prefer or are reliant on this format. This effort recognizes, in part, that high -speed internet use is not universal

throughout the GSA jurisdictional area either through lack of availability, personal choice, or economic reasons. 

Social media sites are another electronic communication tool. Approximately half of the GKGSA Communication and

Engagement Assessment participants identified social media as a frequently used outreach tool. Social media is

more commonly used by M & I water providers, rather than agricultural water providers, to communicate with their

customers and constituents. M & I water providers may expand the use of social media to inform their constituents and

customers about GKGSA Board of Directors and committee meetings, public meetings, and key GSP development

milestones, including release of the public draft GSP. 

The GKGSA intends to post various documents in Spanish — and other languages, as appropriate — on the project

website to assist in stakeholder communication and engagement activities. Factors under consideration include

identification of a demonstrable need of the pertinent stakeholder group and availability of resources. 

3. 1. 4, KeyMessages

An initial list of key messages has been developed for use in all GKGSA communications and are provided in

Appendix A. These messages will provide a menu of message options to utilize when responding to stakeholders, the

public, media and other groups. These messages will also be available for use by member agencies for response to

GSA or SGMA- specific activities specific to their jurisdictional area and incorporation into existing communications

platforms. The key messages will be organized to deliver information related to SGMA, GSA formation, and GSP

development, and should be adapted to the target audience ( i. e. urban community, rural community, disadvantaged

community, grower or industry representative). Key messages are subject to change during the GSP development

process as information is developed as conditions change. 

3. 1. 5 ° III ° irea& lh I o6I s und itesourcesr

Outreach tools and resources for the GKGSA support outreach activities implemented to build and maintain

awareness and support plan development. Informational materials distributed to stakeholders will have a common

visual identity to assist GSA stakeholders distinguish its work product from other GSAs in the region. The range of

documents planned for use include agency letterhead, meeting summaries, comment cards, fliers, PowerPoint

presentations, sign -in sheets, brochures, factsheets, news releases, media advisories, utility bill inserts, template staff

reports, surveys, and others as- needed. The general purpose /approach for these materials are as follows: 

Letterhead. Utilized for formal communication to the public, stakeholders and other parties. This letterhead identifies

agency members, the agency Board of Directors, and key staff. This document may serve as a stand -alone

communication vehicle or as a companion to other outreach materials. 
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Meeting Summaries: Utilized to memorialize discussions, decisions and other important milestones associated with a

meeting hosted by the GSA. 

Comment Cards: Provided in a postcard format, this document serves to collect public and stakeholder feedback and

receive requests to be added to the Interested Parties Database. Depending on setting, document may be pre - 

addressed for convenient delivery to the agency by U. S. Mail. 

PowerPoint Presentation: Provided in electronic format, this document will provide visual and text content that

support verbal presentations by GSA members and staff. 

Sign -in Sheet: This document will assist in maintaining the record of engagement for agency meetings and assist

stakeholders in signing up to the IPD. 

Newsletter. A periodic online newsletter intended to keep stakeholders and the public up to date on the GSP

development process, notify stakeholders of upcoming public meetings and workshops and address other topics

applicable to sustainable groundwater management pertinent to the region. It is anticipated that the newsletters would

be sent to the stakeholders up to three times per year during the GSP development process. The newsletter may

include the following content: status of the GSP development process and milestones, key groundwater issues or

topics of concern for the subbasin, regional coordination activities, state -wide updates on SGMA and a schedule of

planned public meetings, workshops or other events. in the subbasin, regional coordination activities, statewide

updates on SGMA and a schedule of planned public meetings, workshops or other events. The GSA may also utilize

existing newsletters and email notifications developed and distributed by its member and participating agencies. 

Brochures and Fact Sheets: These are typically one to two pages in length and developed to assist engagement with

the public and stakeholders on specific topics. The editorial focus of these documents will be managed by the

Advisory Committee in coordination with the Management Committee. 

Utility Bill Inserts: Utility bill inserts are a frequently used and effective method of communication between agencies

and their customers or constituents. These documents utilize space, as available, in utility bills delivered to customers

by U. S. Mail. The agency may utilize these formats, as available, during the following plan development intervals: 

Fall 2018 — This first insert seeks to raise awareness of GKGSA and encourage enrollment in the IPD. 

Winter 2018 - 19 — This second insert continues to raise awareness and encourage visitation to the agency

website to stay informed of sustainable groundwater management activities to date. 
Fall 2019 — This third insert will be timed to coincide with public notification for adoption of the GKGSA GSP. 

Fliers: These one -page documents are focused on stakeholder communities and intended to raise awareness of

certain topics or events of the GKGSA. 

News Releases: These documents are typically one to two pages in length and serve to draw media attention to a

significant event or milestone of the agency. 

Calendar Advisories: One -page documents that provide a brief description of a GKGSA event or milestone (e. g. 
deadline for receipt of public comment). 
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Template Staff Reports: Multi -page staff template reports prepared by GKGSA staff and the Technical Advisory

Committee on key GSP development milestones, including release of the public draft GSP. GKGSA member and

participating agencies may utilize the template staff reports to provide updates to their boards or councils. 

Social Media: Social media is a rapid and convenient method to reach stakeholders and other interested parties. 

GKGSA maintains a Twitter account, established in August 2018, to provide notices about GSA meetings, events, 

and news. Postings to the site will be completed in coordination with updates to the project website and additional

activities identified in coordination with the Stakeholder Committee and Rural Communities Committee. GKGSA

member and participating agencies may also share GKSA event postings and news to their agencies' social media
accounts. 

Surveys: The GKGSA intends to periodically conduct surveys of the public, stakeholder groups and other interested

parties. These surveys can be circulated online, email, direct mail, conducted in person, or provided as an interactive

tool during public meetings. This activity is an important tool to assist in data collection, raise or increase awareness

of key topics, respond to key issues, or collect feedback to topics important for development of the GKGSA GSP. The

Rural Communities and Stakeholder Committees will be responsible for the management, implementation and

oversight of all agency surveys. Where necessary, draft surveys will be presented to the Board of Directors for their

approval. The content of each survey will address the following criteria: 

Duration

Purpose and objective

Target audience and circulation

Application to Sustainable Groundwater Management Planning
Contribution to objectives of GSA

Anticipated survey topics are as follows and subject to change during the planning process. The schedule for

implementation of these activities will be determined by the Rural Communities and Stakeholder Committees, or

GKGSA staff. 

Post -Event Surveys: These surveys would be printed on a 5. 5 x 8. 5 -inch sheet of paper and circulated during a
public meeting or workshop. These surveys may serve to evaluate the information shared during a meeting, or
function as a data collection vehicle associated with a key topic discussed at the meeting. 
Awareness Surveys: These surveys are anticipated to be circulated electronically either through email, the
project website, or social media ( e.g. Facebook, SurveyMonkey, etc.) These surveys would include high -level
questions associated with sustainable groundwater management. Awareness surveys are typically circulated at
various intervals to measure changes in stakeholder responses. 

Subject- Matter Surveys: These surveys are exploratory in nature and seek to collect information from a specific
stakeholder community or geography. Such surveys can help inform the planning process by testing alternatives
to potential actions ( e. g. alternatives to an identified undesirable result) or recruiting information ( e. g. location of
properties with multiple wells at different depths). 

3.2 OUTREACH ACTIVITIES

The GKGSA intends to conduct and monitor a variety of public outreach activities each aimed to inform, engage and

respond to stakeholders and other interested parties during GSP development, adoption and, later, implementation. 

These activities serve to engage and interact with the public and stakeholders during GSP development, and to assist

GSA staff and leadership collect information important to groundwater sustainability planning. This engagement and

interaction occur in six general areas: Standing Meetings; member agency meetings; public and stakeholder
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meetings; existing community meetings; and community working groups. GKGSA will also conduct targeted outreach

to DACs and severely disadvantaged communities (SDAC), described in Section 3. 3. The date and schedule of these

engagements is illustrated in Appendix C: GKGSA Outreach and Coordination Schedule. Commonly used tools

applicable to each form of engagement are included in the descriptions below. 

Outreach activities and distribution of outreach materials will also include partnerships with " trusted messengers" in

the community. Trusted messengers are agencies, organizations, or individuals that already work or engage with

stakeholders in the GKGSA and could be serve as communications partners to the agency. Trusted messengers

identified through the GKGSA Communication and Engagement Assessment include the Tulare County Agricultural

Commissioner, Tulare and Kings Counties Farm Bureaus, local irrigation districts, farm credit banks, Kaweah Basin

Water Quality Association, and California Citrus Mutual. As described in Section 3. 3, the GKGSA will also partner

with non - profit organizations currently working with DACs and SDACs in the region. This includes organizations such

as Self -Help Enterprises (SHE), the Leadership Counsel for Justice and Accountability (LCJA), and Community

Water Center (CWC) who have a long history of working with communities in the GKGSA and can provide community

outreach and engagement support. 

III SlIandfing MeelItngs

Commonly Used Tools: Sign -in Sheet, Comment Card, Meeting Summary, Survey

Schedule: 

Monthly: Board of Directors
Monthly: Rural Communities Committee
Monthly: Stakeholder Committee
Monthly: Technical Advisory Committee
Monthly: Kaweah Subbasin Management Team

The GKGSA hosts or participates in five standing meetings that are subject to the Brown Act. These include the

agency' s Board of Directors; the agency's Stakeholder, Rural Communities, and Technical Advisory committees; and

the Kaweah Subbasin Management Team meetings. Notification for these meetings are performed pursuant to the

Brown Act. They represent points of access for the public and stakeholders to observe and participate in a forum

where key decisions are presented, discussed and decided. They also serve to engage with the public and

stakeholders in the decision - making process for development of a GSP that addresses local requirements consistent

with SGMA. Topics presented for Board review and decision are brought by the agency' s Manager in consultation

with the Rural Communities, Stakeholder, and Technical Advisory committees. Details of each meeting are be

reported on the agency website consistent with Water Code § 10725. 2. 

1 II ocdI 110. fllc Agency III' Ilf iii" ° III° 

Commonly Used Tool: Comment Card, Template Staff Report

Schedule: 

On- Request /Identified Need
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Community Work Groups
Winter /Spring 2019: GSP Chapter Overviews
Spring /Summer 2019: Staff Reports

During development of the GKGSA, staff intend to coordinate with staff of member agencies, participating agencies

and other local public agencies within the agency's boundaries ( i. e. County of Kings and City of Hanford) to schedule

and conduct briefings to that agency' s elected officials, management or community members on GSP topics specific
to their jurisdictional area. These presentations would be held on an as- needed basis and held prior to the release of

the GKGSA Public Draft GSP. Events anticipated to occur include: 

On- Request /Identified Need — These presentations would be conducted on an as- needed basis, likely in

response to a request by elected officials or community stakeholders. These events may be suggested by GSA

in support of delivering community- specific information to these stakeholders. 

Community Work Groups — Local public agencies may opt to engage local community leaders in topic- specific
meetings to communicate plan development details specific to their area. Such meetings serve to engage

community leaders during plan development and inform elected officials and staff of stakeholder opinions and
perceptions. 

GSP Chapter Overviews — These presentations would be led by staff of member agencies and participating

agencies to brief elected officials and other key stakeholders of GSP content and receive direction. 
Staff Reports — Prior to the release of the Public Draft GSP, GSA staff intend to work with agency staff of

member agencies, participating agencies, and other local public agencies for development and presentation of a

staff report that documents components of the GSP consistent with agency' s responsibilities under SGMA. 

3. 2. ' " 110. fllc MeelItngs and iiillk llh lll' 

Commonly Used Tools: Sign -in Sheet, Comment Card, Meeting Summary, Surveys

Schedule: 

Fall 2018: Groundwater Recharge Project Identification Workshop
Fall/ Winter 2018: Sustainable Management Criteria Workshops

Public meetings and workshops serve as a platform to educate community members and stakeholders about GKGSA

activities, as well as collect information important for development and implementation of the GSP. Public agencies in

the Kaweah Subbasin have used public meetings to actively engage stakeholders since the initial passage of SGMA

in 2014. Early public meetings focused on educating the public about the requirements of SGMA. In early 2016, 

agencies in the Greater Kaweah region formed a MOU working group to discuss formation of the GKGSA. This
resulted in a series of public roundtable discussions which addressed the GKGSA's governance structure, 

boundaries, and agency administration. Pursuant to the requirements of SGMA, the decision to form the GKGSA was

made at a public meeting with opportunity for public comment. 

The GKGSA will continue to use feedback and information provided at public meetings to help inform development

and implementation of the GSP. During development of the GSP, the GKGSA intends to stage two public meetings. 

These meetings will be planned and managed by the Rural Communities and Stakeholder committees in close

coordination with the GSA Board. The meetings will focus on specific stakeholder groups, such as school districts, 

water purveyors, domestic well owners, industry groups, agricultural associations, disadvantaged or economically

stressed communities and non - governmental agencies. The primary functions of these meetings are: 1) to build and

maintain awareness of SGMA, the GSA and the plan development process; 2) to receive public and stakeholder input
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and advice during plan development; 3) to encourage the public and stakeholders to attend and participate at agency

Board and Advisory Committee meetings; and 4) to encourage public and stakeholder enrollment in the Interested

Parties Database. Notification of these meetings will be conducted through the agency website, the Interested Parties

Database and other communication vehicles available through member agencies or other partners. These may

include newsletters, post cards, fliers, utility bill inserts and social media. Results of these meetings will be posted on

the agency website and tracked in the Communication and Engagement Database. The two meetings are described

as follows: 

Groundwater Recharge Project Identification Workshop: The purpose of this event is to engage a broad

spectrum of stakeholders throughout the GKGSA in the identification of potential sites to construct groundwater

recharge facilities. This session would include a technical presentation of the reliability and availability of surface

waters in the GKGSA and engage participants in breakout sessions or other formats to brainstorm locations were

facilities could be built. Participants would be asked, among other things, to identify the potential size of the facility, 

how the water would be delivered to the site, and any factors that make the site an ideal candidate for groundwater

recharge ( e.g. rapid percolation, etc.) Workshop results would be compiled into a project database and assessed for

potential feasibility and implementation costs by technical staff. 

Sustainable Management Criteria Workshops: The purpose of this event is to engage stakeholders in the review

of draft Sustainable Management Criteria under consideration by the GKGSA and receive stakeholder

recommendations for potential improvement. This event would also discuss preliminary groundwater management

thresholds associated with the seven undesirable results prescribed by SGMA. These workshops will allow technical

staff to refine Sustainable Management Criterial and thresholds based on community feedback. 

3. 2. 4, ° III ° iii iii f " °" llh 111 iii and Caln iiunllly MeelItngs

Commonly Used Tool: Comment Card, Survey

Schedule: 

Fall 2018

Winter and Spring 2019

The GKGSA plans to participate in a range of existing public and community meetings engage stakeholders in

support of GSP development. These meetings would include rural school boards and Parent Teacher Associations

see Figure 4), neighborhood associations, mobile home parks, civic groups, non - profit and other community

organizations. These sessions are intended to occur between the fourth quarter of 2018 and second quarter of 2019. 

Subsequent presentations may be provided upon request by a stakeholder group or as a follow -on action of the Rural

Communities Committee and Stakeholder Committee. The initial round of presentations will focus on expanding self - 

enrollment in the IPD, increasing awareness of SGMA and increasing awareness and participation in GKGSA GSP

development. Subsequent rounds of community presentations would serve to continue dialog with stakeholder

communities and alert groups to pending key milestones (e. g. public hearings). Organizations targeted for

engagement — inclusive of the timing, sequence, and action items — are included in the Communication and

Engagement Database. The presentations may be led by agency staff, member agency staff, committee members, or

consultant support staff using the prepared key messages. 
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Figure 4 Rural Schools within and near Greater Kaweah GSA

3. 3 DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITY OUTREACH

DWR defines a Disadvantaged Community ( DAC) as a community with an annual median household income ( MHI) 

that is less than 80 percent of the statewide annual median household income ( MHI) and Severely Disadvantaged

Community (SDAC) less than 60 percent of the annual MHI. As shown in Figure 4 and Table 1, many of the

communities in the GKGSA are designated or either a DAC or SDAC. This includes the cities of Exeter, Farmersville, 

and Woodlake; as well as the unincorporated communities of West Goshen, Linnell Camp, Lemon Cove, Ivanhoe, 

and Patterson Tract (See Figure 5). 
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Table 1. DAC /SDAC Communities in Greater Kaweah GSA

City /Community Annual MHI' DAC /SDAC Water Service Provider

Designation2

42, 590 DAC City of Exeter
City of Exeter

33, 689 SDAC City of Farmersville
City of Farmersville

34, 583 SDAC City of Woodlake
City of Woodlake

39, 360 DAC Lemon Cove Sanitary District
Lemon Cove

20, 565 SDAC County of Tulare
Linnell Cam

31, 611 SDAC Ivanhoe Public Utilities District

Ivanhoe

39, 006 DAC Patterson Tract Community Services District3
Patterson Tract

25, 335 SDAC California Water Service

West Goshen

Key: 
DAC = disadvantaged community
MHI = median household income

SDAC = severely disadvantaged community
Notes: 

MHI data from 2012 — 2016 U. S. Census Bureau American Community Survey Five -Year Estimates
2II /SDAC designation based on 2012 — 2016 U. S. Census Bureau American Community Survey Five -Year Estimates. Annual
California Statewide MHI for 2012 — 2016 was $63, 783. DACs are communities with less than 80 percent of the annual MHI. SDACs are

communities with less than 60 percent annual MHI. 

3 Patterson Tract Community Services District only serves a portion of the Census - designated place Patterson Tract. Patterson Tract
Community Services District serves the east side of Road 124, Lincoln Road, and Grandview Road from Avenue 324 to Avenue 328. 
The remaining area of Patterson Tract is served by other water service providers or private wells. 

DACs and SDACs in the region face a number of unique water supply challenges. Many of these communities rely

solely on groundwater for their water supply, making them especially susceptible to groundwater quality problems

and falling water tables, and vulnerable to pumping restrictions. These communities also lack sufficient funding to

update critical water system infrastructure and treat groundwater quality issues as they arise. In addition, some

communities provide water to DACs or SDACs outside of the agency. For example, the City of Exeter may extend

water service to Tooleville —an SDAC located in EKGSA. To ensure that the challenges faced by DACs and SDACs

are addressed, the GKGSA will implement a targeted outreach strategy for these communities and coordinate closely

with other GSAs in the Kaweah Subbasin. 

Engagement with DACs and SDACs will primarily occur through the Rural Communities Committee, along with
targeted outreach tools and activities. Targeted outreach tools include DAC and SDAC outreach materials translated

into multiple languages. The GKGSA website and other outreach materials may also be translated to provide

accessibility for a wider audience. Targeted outreach activities include outreach to schools in DACs and SDACs, 

presentations to community groups in DACs and SDACs, media alerts to Spanish - language or other non - English

media outlets, and targeted DAC and SDAC public meetings. These targeted public meetings will be held during the

same schedule and address the same topics as the general public meetings described in Section 3. 2. 3; however, the

content of the meetings will focus on water supply challenges faced by DAC and SDAC. The meetings will also be
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formatted to ensure inclusion of communities' residents, including providing interpretation services and holding the

meetings during evenings and in easily accessible locations. Feedback provided during targeted DAC and SDAC

public meetings will be compiled into a separate DAC /SDAC public comment report and inform development of the

GSP. 

Staff working in or serving DACs may also form DAC community working groups. As currently envisioned, the

working groups would be comprised of active community members in the DACs or SDACs. The working groups

would be led by DAC staff, with support the GKGSA. The DAC community working groups would serve as both an

educational platform to inform DAC representatives about technical topics, as well as a method to engage these

members in the GSP planning and implementation process. Prior to each working group meeting, members would be

provided educational materials about key GSP topics and chapters for discussion. The objective of the working

groups would be to develop an informed body of DAC representatives that could provide meaningful input on the

GKGSA GSP. Targeted DAC and SDAC outreach will seek to be implemented in partnership with non - profit

organizations currently working with DACs and SDACs in the region. In 2017, DWR issued $ 85. 8 million in grant

funds through the Sustainable Groundwater Planning ( SGWP) Program to support GSP development activities by

GSAs and other groups. This award includes a $ 1 million grant to SHE, a $ 758, 000 grant to the LCJA, and a

614, 353 grant to the CWC — three non - profit groups organized to assist DAC address a range of social, civic and

environmental issues. Funds allocated to these groups are available, among other things, to provide technical
support for development of projects, provide translation support to GSAs, and staff participation in GSA activities. At

the time of this plan, agency has initiated partnership efforts with SHE and LCJA, and has attended events sponsored

by CWC. The agency intends to explore options to partner with these agencies in a range of public meetings such as

the Groundwater Recharge Project Identification Workshop and the Sustainable Management Criteria Workshops

described in Section 3. 2. 3. 
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Figure 5 Disadvantaged Communities within the Kaweah Subbasin

3. 4 TRIBAL OUTREACH

GKGSA submitted a Sacred Lands File and Native American Contacts List Request to the Native American Heritage

Commission ( NAHC) on May 15, 2018. GKGSA' s request to the NAHC included a general description of the GKGSA

and map identifying US Geological Survey quadrangles wholly or partially in the GKGSA' s boundaries. The NAHC

replied to the request on May 22, 2018 and identified fix potentially affected California Native American Tribes in the

area of potential effect. These tribes, and their status, is identified in Table 2. The GKGSA' s Sacred Lands File and

Native American Contacts List Request, NAHC' s response letter, and list of tribes identified by the NAHC are

included as Appendix D. 
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Table 2. NAHC Tribal Coordination List

There are no tribes with designated tribal lands within the GKGSA' s boundaries. Per the NAHC' s letter response, the

record search of the NAHC' s Sacred Lands File identified that the Wuksache Indian Tribe / Eshom Valley Band has a

sacred land in the area known as Rocky Hill. The Rocky Hill area is in the foothills east of the City of Exeter and is

presumed to be outside both the boundaries of the GKGSA and Kaweah Subbasin. However, tribes often have

cultural, archeological, and other interests in areas outside of their designated tribal lands. Therefore, the GKGSA will

coordinate with the tribes as part of the planning process. 

GKGSA staff began engaging tribes during GSA formation. In October 2016, GKGSA staff sent a letter ( see Appendix

D) to the Santa Rosa Indian Community of the Santa Rosa Rancheria informing them about potential formation of the

GKGSA and inviting a representative of the tribe to serve on the Stakeholder Committee. At this time, the Santa Rosa

Indian Community of the Santa Rosa Rancheria and other tribes in the region have not expressed interested in

serving on the Stakeholder Committee. However, the GKGSA will continue to keep tribes informed about GKGA
activities and GSP development and implementation. Tribal contacts will be added to the IPD and Communication

and Engagement Database and tribal representatives will be advised about GKGSA outreach activities, including

public meetings and workshops, and opportunities to engage in development of the GSP. Additional engagement

may occur at request of the tribes. 

3. 5 GSP REVIEW AND ADOPTION

The adoption of the GKGSA GSP is anticipated to last up to seven months, consisting of two - phases designed to

enhance the public' s opportunity to provide input to the GSP above SGMA' s legislative requirements. Under SGMA, 

GSAs are required to hold a single public hearing prior to board action to GSP adoption. Notification of this public

hearing is governed by CWC § 10728. 4: 

A groundwater sustainability agency may adopt or amend a groundwater sustainability plan after a public

hearing, held at least 90 days after providing notice to a city or county within the area of the proposed plan

or amendment. The groundwater sustainability agency shall review and consider comments from any city or

county that receives notice pursuant to this section and shall consult with a city or county that requests

3. 21

Sacred
City /State/ Tribal Name Contact Title Address

Zip
Lands

File? 

Kern Valley Indian Robert
Chairperson

P. O. Box 1010
Lake

Isabella, CA Yes
Community Robinson

93240

Santa Rosa Indian

Community of the Rueben
Chairperson P. O. Box 8

Lemoore, 
Yes

Santa Rosa Barrios Sr. CA 93245

Rancheria

Tubatulabals of Robert L. 
Chairperson P. O. Box 26

Lake

Isabella, CA Yes
Kern Valley Gomez Jr. 

93240

Tule River Indian
Neil Peyron Chairperson P. O. Box 589

Porterville, 
Yes

Tribe CA 93258

Wuksache Indian
Kenneth

1179 Rock
Salinas, CA

Tribe /Eshom
Woodrow

Chairperson Haven Ct. 
93906

Yes

Valley Band

There are no tribes with designated tribal lands within the GKGSA' s boundaries. Per the NAHC' s letter response, the

record search of the NAHC' s Sacred Lands File identified that the Wuksache Indian Tribe / Eshom Valley Band has a

sacred land in the area known as Rocky Hill. The Rocky Hill area is in the foothills east of the City of Exeter and is

presumed to be outside both the boundaries of the GKGSA and Kaweah Subbasin. However, tribes often have

cultural, archeological, and other interests in areas outside of their designated tribal lands. Therefore, the GKGSA will

coordinate with the tribes as part of the planning process. 

GKGSA staff began engaging tribes during GSA formation. In October 2016, GKGSA staff sent a letter ( see Appendix

D) to the Santa Rosa Indian Community of the Santa Rosa Rancheria informing them about potential formation of the

GKGSA and inviting a representative of the tribe to serve on the Stakeholder Committee. At this time, the Santa Rosa

Indian Community of the Santa Rosa Rancheria and other tribes in the region have not expressed interested in

serving on the Stakeholder Committee. However, the GKGSA will continue to keep tribes informed about GKGA
activities and GSP development and implementation. Tribal contacts will be added to the IPD and Communication

and Engagement Database and tribal representatives will be advised about GKGSA outreach activities, including

public meetings and workshops, and opportunities to engage in development of the GSP. Additional engagement

may occur at request of the tribes. 

3. 5 GSP REVIEW AND ADOPTION

The adoption of the GKGSA GSP is anticipated to last up to seven months, consisting of two - phases designed to

enhance the public' s opportunity to provide input to the GSP above SGMA' s legislative requirements. Under SGMA, 

GSAs are required to hold a single public hearing prior to board action to GSP adoption. Notification of this public

hearing is governed by CWC § 10728. 4: 

A groundwater sustainability agency may adopt or amend a groundwater sustainability plan after a public

hearing, held at least 90 days after providing notice to a city or county within the area of the proposed plan

or amendment. The groundwater sustainability agency shall review and consider comments from any city or

county that receives notice pursuant to this section and shall consult with a city or county that requests
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consultation within 30 days of receipt of the notice. Nothing in this section is intended to preclude an agency

and a city or county from otherwise consulting or commenting regarding the adoption or amendment of a

plan. 

While the above Water Code provision intimates a three -month adoption process, the GSA anticipates hosting a

public meeting in mid -2019 to present and receive public input to the GKGSA Public Draft GSP. The release of this
document and activities consistent with CWC § 10728.4 are as follows: 

3. 5. ' "" llh 111 l c Revi ' " Ilhase

The Public Review Phase is anticipated to take up to three months and begin in mid -2019. The major milestone of

this phase is release of the agency' s Public Draft GSP and conduct of a public review period. This phase seeks to

provide opportunities for public input to the GSP prior to formal adoption proceedings pursuant to § 10728.4. This step

is separate from a public comment processes to be conducted by DWR (Water Code § 10733. 4( 3)( c) 6). The agency's

Public Review Phase includes the following components: 

Public Draft GSP: The Public Draft GSP is intended for release in mid -2019 for up to a 90 -day public review. 

Public Meeting: During the day public review period for the Public Draft GSP, the agency intends to host at least one

public meeting intended to provide a high -level presentation of the document and receive comments from the public

and stakeholders. A stenographer may staff this public meeting to record verbal comments. 

Notifications: Consistent with Government Code § 6066, the agency intends to place two newspaper advertisements

at least five days apart, 14 days prior to the public meeting. Additional notification activities include distribution of a

news release to local and regional print, broadcast and on -line media sources, distribution of event fliers to

organizations identified in the Communication and Engagement Database, and mass email distribution via the

agency' s Interested Party Database. 

Public Comment Report: A Public Comment Report will be developed to document all written comments submitted

during the public comment period and staff responses to these comments. This document will include all verbal

comments collected by a stenographer during the public meeting, as available. Information contained in this

document will contribute to completion of the Draft Final GSP. 

3.5. 1. 1 City and County Review

SGMA provides cities and counties specific authority to request consultation with a GSA prior to GSP adoption or

amendment. California Water Code § 10728. 4 states that: 

A groundwater sustainability agency may adopt or amend a groundwater sustainability plan after a public

hearing, held at least 90 days after providing notice to a city or county within the area of the proposed plan

or amendment. The groundwater sustainability agency shall review and consider comments from any city or

county that receives notice pursuant to this section and shall consult with a city or county that requests

consultation within 30 days of receipt of the notice. Nothing in this section is intended to preclude an agency

6 Upon receipt of a groundwater sustainability plan, the department shall post the plan on the department's Internet
Web site and provide 60 days for persons to submit comments to the department about the plan. 
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and a city or county from otherwise consulting or commenting regarding the adoption or amendment of a

plan. 

As of the development of this plan, jurisdictions eligible to request formal consultation under CWC § 10728.4 include

the cities of Exeter, Farmersville, Hanford, Woodlake, and the County of Kings. This provision is not considered to be

applicable to the County of Tulare because the County is a member agency of the GKGSA JPA. To minimize the

potential need to request formal consultation of these communities, the GKGSA intends to offer pre - consultation

coordination with the elected officials of these jurisdictions during the public review phase. The scope of this pre - 

consultation will be defined by results of Local Public Agency Support described in Section 3. 2. 2 of this plan. 

1U Il! 111 AdqplIian f!! Ilh a

The GSP Adoption Phase is expected to last 90 to 120 days and slated to begin in late summer /early fall 2019. This

phase includes the following components: 

Notice of Intent: Pursuant to Water Code § 10728.4, the agency will prepare and release a Notice of Intent to Adopt its

GSP during a regularly scheduled meeting of the Board of Directors. This notice will be provided to the County of

Tulare and cities within the jurisdictional area of the GSA. Consultation meetings will be performed in the event

written request is received pursuant to § 10728. 4. As for - profit water purveyors operate within the jurisdictional

boundary of GKGSA, the agency intends to provide a courtesy copy of this Notice of Intent to the California Public

Utilities Commission. This action continues notification first initiated pursuant to Water Code 10727. 8( a). 

Member Agency Briefing: Prior to release of the Draft Final GSP, GKGSA staff plan to provide a briefing of the

document' s key elements and results from the public comment period before the boards of its member agencies. 

Theses presentations will provide a high -level overview and communicate the adoption schedule by the GKGSA

Board of Directors. 

Release Draft Final GSP: The Draft Final GSP is intended for public release in late fall /early winter 2019. 

Notifications: Pursuant to Government Code § 6066, the GSA will place two newspaper advertisements at least five

days apart, 14 days prior to the conduct of a public hearing required by Water Code § 10728. 4. Additional notification

activities include distribution of a news release to local and regional print, broadcast and on -line media sources, 

distribution of event fliers to organizations identified in the Communication and Engagement Database, and mass

email and text notification using the agency' s Interested Party Database. 

Public Hearing: Pursuant to the Water Code, the Board of Directors will host a formal public hearing to receive verbal

comments from the public and stakeholders. This hearing is in advance of a Board of Directors action to adopt the

2020 GKGSA GSP and authorize the Coordination Agreement (SGMA § 10727( b)( 3) and GSP Emergency

Regulations §357.4). Written comments provided by the public and other interested parties will be accepted during

the hearing. A stenographer may be in attendance to record public comments. Written and verbal comments will be

retained for post adoption use (see Section 3. 4 Post Adoption Activities). This hearing is slated to occur in early
December 2019. 
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3. 6 POST ADOPTION ACTIVITIES

Adoption of the GKGSA GSP authorizes agency staff to begin implementation of the identified actions. The adoption

additionally initiates review and evaluation of submitted GSPs by DWR to be tracked by the GKGSA as part of GSP

implementation. These activities include the following components: 

Public Review: Water Code Section 10733.4 directs DWR to conduct a public comment period for submitted GSPs

for a period of 60 days. This review is conducted on a subbasin level and begins after DWR receives all GSPs from

GSAs in a groundwater subbasin. Comments are submitted via an on -line form managed by DWR. These comments

are delivered to DWR staff and automatically relayed to a subbasins point of contact as identified in the GSP or

Coordination Agreement, as applicable. It is anticipated that DWR will refer to these comments as part of its

completion of GSP Evaluations by 2022 ( GSP Emergency Regulations §355. 2). Comments are submitted via an on- 

line form managed by DWR. These comments are delivered to DWR staff and automatically relayed to a subbasins

point of contact as identified in the GSP or Coordination Agreement, as applicable. It is anticipated that DWR will

refer to these comments as part of its completion of GSP Evaluations by 2022 ( GSP Emergency Regulations § 355. 2). 

Public Comment Report Errata: Following the close of DWR's 60 -day public review period, the GSA anticipates

publishing an erratum to the Public Comment Report. Anticipated for delivery to the agency Board of Directors in last

spring /early summer 2020, this document will compile and respond, as appropriate, to comments submitted to DWR

and relayed to the agency, and comments provided to the agency during formal adoption proceedings. 

3. 7 OUTREACH IN SUPPORT OF GSP IMPLEMENTATION

The GKGSA expects to continue use of the outreach tools and tactics described in this plan as part of outreach to the

public and stakeholder community following adoption of the GSP. The format and approach of this outreach will be

described in an update to this plan based, in part, on results of engagement with stakeholders during the plan

development; recommendations by the Rural Communities, Stakeholder, and Technical Advisory committees, and

direction of the agency Board of Directors. 

IIII IIII Illh IIIL' IIIhIlq III IIII IIII IIII IIII IIII IIIIIIIhII

Coordinated outreach activities between the three GSAs in the Kaweah Subbasin are preliminary and subject to

agreement of the GSAs. These activities are described as follows: 

4. 1 SUBBASIN FORUMS

Subbasin forums are conference -style events co- hosted by management and technical staff for each of the Kaweah

Subbasin GSAs. The purpose of these forums is to provide the public and stakeholders with a broad, subbasin -wide

perspective of groundwater conditions in the region and allow each GSA to describe important features for their

specific area. These meetings would be held annually and promoted through various notification activities including

advertising, news release, event fliers, and mass email to the IPDs of the GSAs. 
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4.2 ANNUAL REPORTS

Following submittal of adopted GSPs, subbasins are required to develop and submit to DWR annual reports that

identify progress and status of sustainable groundwater management activities (GSP Emergency Regulations

356.2). These annual reports will additionally be distributed to subbasin stakeholders through the Interested Party

Database and various community meetings. The Kaweah Subbasin GSAs anticipate joint release of these annual

reports and implementation of coordinated outreach activities. 
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APPENDICES
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fIIIIfI

Version: November 1, 2018; Content is subject to change. 

A. 1 SUSTAINABLE GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT ACT

What is the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act? 

The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (commonly referred to as "SGMA "), signed into law in 2014, provides

a framework for long -term sustainable groundwater management across California. It requires that local and regional

authorities in the medium and high priority groundwater basins form a locally - controlled and governed Groundwater

Sustainability Agency, which will prepare and implement a Groundwater Sustainability Plan. 

Is the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act related to the drought? 

Not directly. Sustainable groundwater management, much like management of surface water resources, is the result

of a long -term vision and commitment by one or more water users or communities. That said, now that California has

faced several consecutive years of drought, the need to manage groundwater is more relevant than ever. Some of

our groundwater basins have reached an all -time historic low. Creating a framework for State oversight ensures a

standard, consistent process to maintain and actively monitor and manage basins at the local level, and reduce

impacts seen from overuse of these basins. 

Why was the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act established? 

Over the years, California water managers, individual well owners and communities that rely on groundwater

resources have observed a rapid decline of water levels in some aquifers .7 Impacts and issues related to the decline

are apparent. In some areas, groundwater pumping has exacerbated land subsidence, which also threatens

infrastructure such as roads, canals and bridges. Drought and low water levels have also impacted water quality and

quantity of private well users. 

In January 2014, the Governor' s Office identified groundwater management as one of ten key action steps in its

California Water Action Plan. The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act, signed into law months later, follows

up on that action, giving local agencies the ability to manage their respective basins following statewide guidelines. 

What does " Sustainable Groundwater Management" mean? 

Sustainable groundwater management" is defined as the management and use of groundwater in a manner that can

be maintained long -term without causing undesirable results in six areas: 

An aquifer is an underground layer of water - bearing permeable rock, rock fractures or unconsolidated materials ( gravel, sand
or silt) from which groundwater can be extracted using a water well. 
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Chronic lowering of groundwater levels ( not including overdraft if a basin is otherwise managed) 
Significant and unreasonable reduction in groundwater storage

Significant and unreasonable sea water intrusion

Significant and unreasonable degraded water quality, including migration of contaminant plumes that impair
water supplies

Significant and unreasonable land subsidence that substantially interferes with surface land uses
Depletions of interconnected surface water that have significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial

uses of surface water

Who is required to comply with the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act? 

The Act requires the formation of Groundwater Sustainability Agencies to comply with the Act within basins identified

by the State as medium or high priority. Certain parts of the state, notably those for which groundwater use is under

the jurisdiction of a court adjudication, are currently exempted from most of SGMA's mandates. Entities eligible to

serve as a Groundwater Sustainability Agency are defined by the Act as a local public agency that has water supply, 

water management or land use management responsibilities within a groundwater basin ( California Water Code

Section 10721( n)). If no local agency steps forward, the county is the default agency. The statutory deadline to form a

Groundwater Sustainability Agency was June 30, 2017. 

What is a Groundwater Sustainability Agency? 

A groundwater sustainability agency is one or more local governmental agencies that implement the provisions of the

Sustainable Groundwater Management Act. A local agency is defined as one that has water supply, water

management or land management authority. Groundwater Sustainability Agencies assess the conditions of their local

groundwater basins, adopt locally -based sustainable management plans to create drought resiliency and improve

coordination between land use and groundwater planning. 

Will the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act affect existing water and property rights? 

The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act does not change existing groundwater or property rights. 
Groundwater rights will continue to be subject to regulation under article 10, section 2, of the California Constitution

What authority will Groundwater Sustainability Agencies have? 

Local Groundwater Sustainability Agencies can choose to implement as many of the legal powers as they deem

necessary for management of their basin. The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act as currently enacted

empowers all Groundwater Sustainability Agencies to: 

Adopt rules, regulations, ordinances and resolutions to implement the Act

Monitor compliance and enforcement

Require registration of groundwater wells

Require appropriate measurement devices and reporting of extractions
Investigate, appropriate and acquire surface water rights, groundwater and groundwater rights into the

Groundwater Sustainability Agency. 

Identify projects and management actions to achieve sustainability in the basin by 2040. 
Acquire or augment local water supplies to enhance the sustainability of the groundwater basin
Propose and collect fees

Adopt and fund a Groundwater Sustainability Plan according to existing laws
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Groundwater Sustainability Agencies may use a number of management tools to achieve sustainability goals. The

specific tools and methods a Groundwater Sustainability Agency will use to achieve sustainability will be determined

in discussion with stakeholders and identified in the Groundwater Sustainability Plan. 

It is also important to note that the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act requires local agencies to

acknowledge Groundwater Sustainability Plans when a legislative body is adopting or substantially amending its

General Plan. General Plans must accurately reflect the information in the Groundwater Sustainability Plan with

regards to available water supplies. 

Is the State trying to take over control of groundwater? 

The State legislature, in passage of SGMA, communicated its intent that sustainable groundwater management is

best left with local government agencies with expertise and responsibilities over water supplies. To help foster local

control, the Act provided local agencies with tools and authorities they previously lacked to manage groundwater

resources sustainably. However, the legislation also included a series of triggers that would result in intervention by

the State Water Resources Control Board in the event a subbasin failed to meet requirements of the Act. This State

intervention occurs only if local efforts, including county efforts, to form a Groundwater Sustainability Agency or

prepare a viable Groundwater Sustainability Plan are not successful. Where intervention occurs, the State can

impose fees and groundwater pumping restrictions that can remain in place until local efforts are able to sustainably

manage groundwater resources. The Greater Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency partners are committed to

maintaining local control and managing groundwater resources on behalf of agricultural water users, rural and urban

communities and the environment. 

Would the Kaweah Subbasin be sustainable had the legislature and the courts not re- allocated surface water

supplies used for farms, cities and businesses to the environment? 

The re- assignment of surface water supplies to environmental purposes by the courts and legislature is one of

several factors contributing to chronic groundwater overdraft in the Kaweah Subbasin. Without a doubt, this re- 

allocation away from direct or in -lieu groundwater recharge has exacerbated the overdraft problems and challenged

the ability of local agencies to sustainably manage groundwater resources. However, growth in the regional economy

and population, coupled with changes agricultural practices, are also substantial contributors to groundwater

overdraft and cannot be ignored. Sustainability requires striking a balance among all water users — agriculture, 

municipal, industrial and environmental — that is reasonable, supportable and valid. 

If Groundwater Sustainability Agencies are locally controlled, what is the State' s role in this effort? 

The California Department of Water Resources is the agency responsible for oversight of the formation of

Groundwater Sustainability Agencies and Groundwater Sustainability Plans, but the State Water Resources Control

Board ( Water Board) and California Water Commission also have roles in the implementation of the Sustainable

Groundwater Management Act. The Department of Water Resources has a list of regulations, objectives and actions

formulated to assist local agencies and Groundwater Sustainability Agencies with the preparation and implementation

of Groundwater Sustainability Plans. Under law, all regulations adopted by the Department of Water Resources

become effective only upon approval by the California Water Commission. Under a limited set of circumstances, the

Water Board may intervene if local efforts to form a Groundwater Sustainability Agency or prepare a viable

Groundwater Sustainability Plan are not successful. 
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How will adjacent Groundwater Sustainability Agencies be handled? 

The regulations require that all Groundwater Sustainability Agencies coordinate with adjacent Groundwater

Sustainability Agencies in a given basin. This coordination will occur through additional discussions with neighboring

agencies as Groundwater Sustainability Agencies are formally developed, and the Groundwater Sustainability Plans

will describe how the adjacent Groundwater Sustainability Agencies will work together to achieve groundwater

sustainability for the entire basin. The State requires that multiple Agencies within a basin or subbasin each sign on

to a coordination agreement which binds their respective management activities together in a cohesive fashion. 

A.2 KAWEAH SUBBASIN

When was the Greater Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency formed? 

The Greater Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency ( GKGSA) is a joint powers authority ( JPA) of local public

agencies and was established on August 23, 2016. The founding members of the JPA – Kaweah Delta Water

Conservation District, County of Tulare, Kings County Water District, Lakeside Irrigation Water District, and St. Johns

Water District — notified the California Department of Water Resources of the GSA's formation on May 1, 2017. 

How many GSAs are in the Kaweah Subbasin? 

DWR recognizes three GSA in the Kaweah Subbasin. They include: East Kaweah GSA, GKGSA and Mid - Kaweah

GSA. 

What is the health of the Kaweah Subbasin? 

The Kaweah Subbasin ( DWR Bulletin 118) has been identified by the California Department of Water Resources as

being in critical over -draft and a high priority as part of the CASGEM Groundwater Basin Prioritization. The region has

extensive history of groundwater overdraft dating back to the early 1900s. Construction of federal Central Valley

Project in the 1940s and 1950s served to stabilize groundwater conditions in the region through delivery of surface

water from the San Joaquin River watershed. Likewise, importation of State Water Project supplies to interconnected

areas westerly of the Kaweah Subbasin have aided in sustaining groundwater levels. However, a variety of factors

have led to chronic long -term overdraft in the region, including competition for available surface water supplies, 

population growth, and expansion of farming in areas fully or partially dependent on groundwater. 

What is the health of the Greater Kaweah GSA portion of Subbasin? 

Groundwater supplies within the GKGSA consist of subsurface flows from the Sierra to the east, deep percolation of

imported water applied to crop irrigation, percolation of precipitation, natural channel and man -made channel

seepage, managed aquifer recharge projects operated by agencies within the GSA, and percolation of effluent from

wastewater treatment plants in the GSA. While lands within the GSA receive surface water, these sources do not

satisfy 100 percent of demands from agriculture, industries, cities and rural residents. Groundwater studies have

demonstrated the amount of water we pump from the aquifer continues to exceed the amount that has been

replenished by nature or recharge actions by agencies, otherwise known as "overdraft ". Among other possible

impacts, this chronic lowering of groundwater levels may increase the risks for degradation of water quality and land

subsidence. These and other conditions associated with lowering groundwater levels are being analyzed as part of

the development of the GSPs for the three GSAs in the subbasin. 
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How are groundwater users involved? 

During passage of the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act, the legislature placed a high value on active

involvement by groundwater users in planning for and preserving our shared natural resource. Among the

requirements in the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act is development of a list of interested parties (Water

Code § 10723. 2) and an explanation of how their interests will be considered in development and operation of the

Groundwater Sustainability Agency and the development and implementation of the agency' s sustainability plan. The

Greater Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency team desires to understand and utilize ideas from groundwater

user stakeholders throughout development and implementation of a Groundwater Sustainability Plan for the region. 

Interested Parties are encouraged to sign up for notifications from the GKGSA website and attend and participate in

Board and Advisory Committee meetings. 

Will stakeholders or the public have the opportunity to weigh in on the Groundwater Sustainability Plan

development? 

Stakeholders are encouraged to subscribe to the GKGSA Interested Parties Database at

http: / /greaterkaweah ,sqaorg/). The primary venues for stakeholders to get involved in the GSP development process

are regularly scheduled GKGSA Board and Stakeholder and Rural Communities Committees meetings. The agency

also anticipates conducting briefings to member agency boards and commissions, presentations to civic and non- 

profit organizations, and various public meetings. The schedule for Board and committees' meetings is available on

the website. 

What is the governance structure for the Greater Kaweah GSA? How will the agencies work together to run

it? 

The GKGSA is governed by a nine - member Board of Directors, with two elected members from the Kaweah Delta

Water Conservation District; one elected member of the governing body of County of Tulare, Kings County Water

District, Lakeside Irrigation Water District, and St. John' s Water District; a representative from California Water

Service; and one representative each from the Stakeholder and Rural Communities Committees. Directors from JPA

member agencies are elected officials who have been appointed to serve their respective boards or councils. The

representative from California Water Service will be nominated by the utility and appointed by the Board. Board

representatives from the Stakeholder and Rural Communities Committees will be nominated by their respective

committees and appointed by the Board. The JPA that formed the agency stipulates voting thresholds by issue. 

A.3 GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY PLAN

What is a Groundwater Sustainability Plan? 

A Groundwater Sustainability Plan is the plan developed by a Groundwater Sustainability Agency that provides for

sustainably managed groundwater that meets the requirements of the State' s new groundwater laws. Groundwater

Sustainability Agencies in high- and medium - priority groundwater basins are required to submit a Groundwater

Sustainability Plan to the California Department of Water Resources. The plan must outline how the Groundwater

Sustainability Agency will implement, manage and measure specific actions for the health and viability of the basins. 

The California Department of Water Resources will evaluate the Groundwater Sustainability Plan and provide the
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Groundwater Sustainability Agency with an assessment of the plan and any necessary recommendations within two

years following its establishment. 

When does a Groundwater Sustainability Plan have to be established? 

Subbasins deemed to be in critical overdraft (which includes the Kaweah Subbasin) are required to complete and

begin implementation of their Groundwater Sustainability Plan by January 31, 2020. Subbasin) are required to

complete and begin implementation of their Groundwater Sustainability Plan by January 31, 2020. 

What will the process and timing be for development of the GSP? 

The GKGSA is currently working on developing its GSP. The agency projects release of a Public Draft GSP in July

2019, for a public review period of up to 90 -days and include a public meeting to receive comments. The GSP will be

revised to address public and stakeholder comments. The Final GSP will be adopted at a public hearing, tentatively

scheduled for December 2019. All GSPs in the Kaweah Subbasin are due no later than January 31, 2020. 

What happens after the GSP is completed? 

Following submittal and acceptance by DWR, the GSAs in the Kaweah Subbasin GSAs will begin implementation. 

Each year, the agencies are required to submit a combined Groundwater Sustainability Plan Annual Report to the

State (Water Code § 10728). Pursuant to § 356. 4 the agencies are required to evaluate their GSP least every five

years and whenever the Plan is amended and provide a written assessment to the Department. § 356. 4 the agencies

are required to evaluate their GSP least every five years and whenever the Plan is amended and provide a written

assessment to the Department. 

Are GSPs required for new or amended County or City General Plan? 

Prior to adopting a new or amended General Plan, Government Code § 65350. 5 requires each planning agency to

review any applicable groundwater sustainability plan, groundwater management plan, adjudicated water right or

interim plan by the State Water Resources Control Board ( commencing with § 10735). In addition to this, the GSA

per § 653352. 5) is required to provide the planning agency the current GSP (or alternative); judgment, decree, 

agreement or interim plan, if relevant; and a report addressing the anticipated effect on implementation of the GSP by
the proposed General Plan update or amendment. 
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Appendix B CASGEM Groundwater Prioritization
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Appendix C Greater Kaweah GSA Outreach and Coordination Schedule
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Appendix D Native American Heritage Commission Sacred Lands File Documents
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Sacred Lands File & Native American Contacts List Request

Native American Heritage Commission

1550 Harbor Blvd, Suite 100

West Sacramento, CA 95691

916 -373 -3710

916 - 373 -5471 —Fax

nahc
e,

nahc. ca. gov

Information Below is Requiredfor a Sacred Lands File Search

Project: Groundwater Sustainability Plan

County: Tulare & Ki

USGS Quadrangle Name: Auckland, Lemon Cove, Rocky Hill, Ivanhoe, Exeter,Cairns
Corner, Monson Visalia, Tulare, Tipton Traver, Goshen, Paige, Lake View

School, Buris Park Rem no , Waukena Corcoran, Hanford, Guernsey
Township: See Map Range: ection( s): 

Company/Firm /Agency: Greater Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency

Street Address: 2975 N. Farmersville

City: Farmersville Zip: 

Phone: ( 559) 747 -5601

Fax: ( 559) 747 -1989

Email: mlarsen @kdwcd. com

Project Description: 

93223

The Greater Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency is a new agency that has formed that will

comply with the 2014 Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). We will be developing a

Groundwater Sustainability Plan to locally manage groundwater in a new way to reach sustainability
of the resource. 
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NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE COMMISSION
Cultural and Environmental Department

1550 Harbor Blvd., ROOM 100

West SACRAMENTO, CA 95691

916) 3733710

May 22, 2018

Mark Larsen

Greater Kaweah Groundwater Sustainability Agency

Sent by Email: mlarsen@kdwcd. com
Number of Pages: 2

RE: Groundwater Sustainability Plan, Tulare and Kings County

Dear Ms. Larsen: 

A record search of the Native American Heritage Commission ( NAHC) Sacred Lands

File (SLF) was completed for the area of potential project effect (APE) for the above referenced

project. Sacred sites were identified in the Rocky Hill project areas provided. Please
contact the Wuksache Indian Tribe /Eshom Valley Band for more information about potential
sacred sites and tribal cultural resources within your APE. 

The absence of site information in the Sacred Lands File does not indicate the

absence of Native American cultural resources in any APE. Other sources of cultural
resources information should be contacted regarding known and recorded sites. Please contact

all of the people on the attached list. The list should provide a starting place to locate areas of
potential adverse impact within the APE. I suggest you contact all of those listed, if they cannot
supply information, they might recommend others with specific knowledge. By contacting all
those on the list, your organization will be better able to respond to claims of failure to

consult under applicable laws. If a response has not been received within two weeks of

notification, the NAHC requests that you follow -up with a telephone call to ensure that the
project information has been received. 

If you receive notification of change of addresses and phone numbers from any of these
individuals or groups, please notify me. With your assistance we are able to assure that our
lists contain current information. If you have any questions or need additional information, 
please contact me at my email address: sharaya.souza@nahc.ca. gov. 

Sincerely, 
Y 

araya Souza

Staff Services Analyst

916) 573 -0168



Native American Heritage Commission

Native American Contacts

5/ 22/2018

Kings River Choinumni Farm Tribe

Stan Alec

3515 East Fedora Avenue Foothill Yokuts

Fresno f CA 93726 Choinumni

559) 647 -3227 Cell

Santa Rosa Indian Community of the Santa Rosa Rancheria
Rueben Barrios Sr., Chairperson

P. O. Box 8 Tache

Lemoore CA 93245 Tachi

559) 924 -1278 Yokut

559) 924 -3583 Fax

Table Mountain Rancheria of California

Leanne Walker- Grant, Chairperson

P. O. Box 410 Yokuts

Friant CA 93626

559) 822 -2587

559) 822 -2693 Fax

Table Mountain Rancheria of California

Bob Pennell, Cultural Resources Director

P. O. Box 410 Yokuts

Friant CA 93626

rpennell@tmr.org

559) 325 -0351

559) 325 -0394 Fax

Tule River Indian Tribe

Neil Pevron, Chairperson

P. O. Box 589 Yokuts

Porterville CA 93258

chairman@tulerivertribe - nsn. gov

559) 781 -4271

559) 781 -4610 Fax

Wuksache Indian Tribe /Eshom Valley Band
Kenneth Woodrow, Chairperson

1179 Rock Haven Ct. Foothill Yokuts

Salinas f CA 93906 Mono

kwood8934@aol. com Wuksache

831) 443 -9702

This list is current only as of the date of this document and is based on the information available to the Commission on the date it was produced. 

Distribution of this list does not relieve any person of statutory responsibility as defined in Section 7050. 5 of the Health and Safety Code, 
Section 5097. 94 of the Public Resource Code, or Section 5097. 98 of the Public Resources Code. 

This list is only applicable for contacting local Native American Tribes for the proposed: 
Groundwater Sustainability Plan, Kings County. 


